MARINE SAFETY JAMAICA LTD.

OFFICE ADDRESS: UNIT R1-3 SAGICOR INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, 7-9 NORMAN ROAD KINGSTON CSO JAMAICA
WHO WE ARE

On the 7th July 2011 MARINE SAFETY JAMAICA LTD was given authorization by the Government of Jamaica through the Maritime Authority of Jamaica to conduct business. The business was Registered on 1st November 2011, Life Raft Station built and completed by the end of May and began operations on 1st July 2012. Marine Safety Jamaica Limited supplies equipment and maintenance for both vessels and offshore structures.

We foster business relationships with local and international expertise that offers world-class products and services to the maritime industry. Our customers rely on us to understand their business processes in order to offer appropriate solutions that add both value and assurance to their stakeholders.

Marine Safety Jamaica Ltd caters to vessels visiting our ports, Ship Management Companies (local and overseas), local Government entities and Jamaica registered vessels.

An investment of 1million USD based on the future of the Logistic Hub.
CERTIFICATIONS

STATION CERTIFICATION:
- MARITIME AUTHORITY OF JAMAICA
- VIKING LIFE SAVING EQUIPMENT
- ZODIAC – SURVITEC
- DSB – SURVITEC

TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATION:
- VIKING
- ZODIAC
- DSB
WHAT WE DO

- Service and certify Life Rafts, Life Jackets and Immersion Suits
- Servicing of Inflatable Boats
- Supply Solas Approved marine safety items to customers locally and overseas
- Hydro Testing of cylinders, examples: Medical Cylinders, CO2 Cylinders
BRANDS WE REPRESENT

- VIKING
- DSB
- ZODIAC

Through our associate company in Trinidad (MARINE CONSULTANT LIMITED) We represent other brands.
(Please visit [http://www.mcl.co.tt](http://www.mcl.co.tt) for further information)
PICTURE OF LIFE RAFT BEFORE SERVICING.
THE UNPACKING OF THE LIFE RAFT.
LIFE RAFT FULLY REMOVED FROM CANISTER
PAINTER LINE CONNECTED TO FIRING PIN.

Painter line must be disconnected before the servicing of the life raft.
LIFE RAFT FULLY INFLATED.
LIFE RAFT FULLY INFLATED.

- While life raft is fully inflated we do a leak test by checking the pressure as soon as air stop escaping through the pressure relief valve (PRV), one hour later we do another pressure reading.
- The raft must not loose more than 5% of the closing pressure.
REPACKING OF LIFE RAFT

- When repacking the life raft all date replaceable item must put back in correct location and secure properly.
- Co2 cylinder must be secure back to the raft and high pressure hose must be re-attach to co2 cylinder and torque.
- Raft has been deflated by vacuuming.
- Light must be connected before the rolling of the life raft.
- Life raft must be rolled, put in canister and canister secure with a bursting band.
REPACKING OF LIFE RAFT.

When folded the life raft should look like this.
REPACKING OF LIFE RAFT.

When completed the life raft should look like this.
WHAT WE SELL
LIFEJACKET

Viking Inflatable

Stern Rigid
IRB’S DSB INFLATABLE RESCUE BOAT
VIKING LIFE RAFT
DSB LIFE RAFT
IMMERSION SUIT
PYROTECHNICS

Line Throwing Device

Man Over Board Light & Smoke Signal
PYROTECHNICS

Parachute Rocket

Smoke Signal
PYROTECHNICS

Red Hand flare

Hand flare, Parachute rocket and smoke signal
LIFE RING AND LIGHT

Life buoy/ring

L-90 Light
WATER, RATION & FIRST AID KIT
FIRE EQUIPMENT

CO₂ Fire Extinguisher

Foam Fire Extinguisher
FIRE EQUIPMENT

Fire Reel Cabinet

Fire Hose
FIRE EQUIPMENT

Water Fire Extinguisher  

ABC Fire Extinguisher
COMPASS

Binnacle Compass
EMERGENCY ESCAPE BREATHING DEVICE

EEBD in its case

EEBD in operation
DATE REPLACABLE ITEMS

At every service all date replaceable items must be checked to see when it expired.

For example:

- Water
- Ration
- Pyrotechnics
- Torch batteries
- First aid kit
- Glue
- Hammer release unit
- Seasick tablets
At every service CO2 cylinder must be weight tested to make sure that it contain the correct amount of charge to inflate the raft if needed.
GENERAL MANAGER
MR. SILBOURNE CLARKE
Human Resource and Admin Coordinator.
Sharon Reid
Life raft Technician.
Gavin Campbell
Life raft Technician.
Noel McKenzie
Life raft Technician.
Michael Edwards
Technician in Fire Department.
Yackeem Brown
CONTACT INFORMATION

- Office: (876) 759-1824
- (876) 759-4978
- Mobile: (876) 354-6226
- Email: jamaica@mcl.co.tt
- Facebook Page: Marine Safety Jamaica Limited